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ABSTRACT
Purpose: although proximal stability of the trunk is a prerequisite for balance and gait, to determine the role of trunk
rehabilitation on trunk control, balance and gait in patients with chronic stroke is yet unknown. Method: fifteen subjects
(post-stroke duration (3.53 ± 2.98) years) who had the ability to walk 10 meters independently with or without a walking aid; scoring ≤ 21 on Trunk Impairment Scale (TIS), participated in a selective trunk muscle exercise regime, consisting of 45 minutes training per day, four days a week, and for four weeks duration in an outpatient stroke rehabilitation centre. Results: the overall effect size index for trunk rehabilitation was 1.07. This study showed large effect size
index for Trunk Impairment Scale (1.75), Berg Balance Scale (1.65) than for gait variables (0.65). After trunk rehabilitation, there was a significant improvement for gait speed (p = 0.015), cadence (p = 0.001) and gait symmetry (p =
0.019) in patients with chronic stroke. In addition, all the spatial gait parameters had a significant change post-intervention. There was no significant change in temporal gait parameters with the exception of affected single limb support time. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. Conclusion: the exercises consisted of selective trunk movement
of the upper and the lower part of trunk had shown larger effect size index for trunk control and balance than for gait in
patients with chronic stroke. Future randomized controlled studies incorporating large sample size would provide insight into the effectiveness and clinical relevance of this intervention.
Keywords: Selective trunk activity, Trunk rehabilitation, Stroke, Trunk control, Balance, Gait

1. Introduction
The sensory-motor impairment of trunk interferes with
the functional performance after stroke [1,2]. Contrary to
common belief, the trunk muscles are impaired on both
the sides of the body in patients with stroke [3,4]. Studies
reported the weakness of trunk flexor-extensor and bilateral trunk rotator muscles by means of isokinetic dynamometer muscle strength testing in patients with chronic
stroke, when compared to that of age matched healthy
controls [5,6]. A study using Trunk Impairment Scale
(TIS) also found that selective movements of the upper
and the lower trunk are impaired in chronic stroke [7].
The trunk being the central key point of the body,
proximal trunk control is a prerequisite for distal limb
movement control, balance and functional activities.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Trunk control is the ability of the trunk muscles to allow
the body to remain upright, adjust weight shift, and performs selective movements of the trunk so as to maintain
the center of mass within the base of support during
static and dynamic postural adjustments [8-10]. A study
on electromyography analysis observed that the anticipatory postural adjustment of trunk muscles activity is
impaired in patients with stroke [11]. A cross sectional
study by Verheyden et al. [12] demonstrated that trunk
control is related to measures of balance, gait and functional ability in patients with stoke. Trunk control has
also been identified as an important early predictor of
functional outcome after stroke [13-15].
Most literature concerning rehabilitation after stroke
focuses on the hemiplegic upper and lower limbs while
NM
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the trunk receives little attention. Unlike limb muscles,
the abdominal muscles need a stable origin to act efficiently, that is the pelvis, the thorax or the central
aponeurosis depending upon part of trunk that is moved.
Counter rotation between the upper and lower trunk is
the mobility over stability task which is essential for all
the functional movements. The rotation of the trunk
muscle activity is not unilateral, but requires static holding of contra-lateral muscles to stabilize the central
aponeurosis, so allowing the antagonist shorten and
draws one side the pelvic or thorax forwards. In addition,
the trunk rotators cannot function efficiently when their
origin and insertion are approximated, as the spine is
flexed [8]. A recent study on dynamic posturographic
analysis stated that trunk movements in person with
stroke are executed by upper trunk with very minimal
anterior tilt of the pelvis i.e. mobility over stability skill
is impaired [16]. Therefore, selective trunk muscle exercises are indeed related to clinical practice in patients
with stroke. A randomized trial that added 10 hours additional trunk exercises to regular rehabilitation had a
beneficial effect in improving trunk control, particularly
the dynamic sitting postural control in sub-acute stroke
[17]. A study by Mudie et al. [18] found that training the
patient in the awareness of trunk position could improve
sitting weight symmetry in sub-acute stroke. Although
proximal trunk control is a prerequisite for improving
balance and weight symmetry, no studies have reported
the role of physiotherapy in treating the trunk for patients with chronic stroke. To the best of our knowledge,
this study is the first of its kind which attempted to determine the role of selective trunk muscle exercise
training on trunk control, balance and gait in patients
with chronic stroke.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
A pilot quasi-experimental design was conducted in the
neurological rehabilitation centre of the outpatient stroke
unit, of a multi-specialty teaching hospital. The study
protocol was approved by the Ethics and Scientific
Committee of the Institution, Manipal University, India.
The purpose of the study was explained to the subjects
with chronic stroke and written informed consent was
obtained seeking their active participation. The participants who consented were screened for inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Subjects with chronic stroke of at least
six months duration were included in the study if they
met the following criteria: 1) first onset of unilateral supratentorial hemorrhagic or ischemic stroke; 2) able to
understand and follow simple verbal instruction, scoring
at least 24 out of 30 on Mini Mental State Examination; 3)
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

ability to walk at least 10 meters distance independently,
with or without a walking aid; 4) currently not receiving
any other type of therapeutic intervention; 5) scoring less
than 21 out of 23 on Trunk Impairment Scale [7]. Patients were excluded if they had a neurological disease
affecting balance other than stroke such as Parkinson’s
disease and/or Vestibular lesion, and a history of diagnosed musculoskeletal disorders of the trunk and/or
lower extremities affecting the motor performance.

2.2. Intervention
All the treatment sessions were delivered by physiotherapist who was not involved in measuring the outcomes. All the patients received exercises consisting of
selective movements of the upper and the lower part of
the trunk in supine and sitting. The supine exercises involved the pelvic bridge, the unilateral bridge, the flexion
rotation of the upper and lower trunk. Sitting exercises
included selective flexion extension of the lower trunk;
lateral flexion of the upper and lower trunk; rotation of
the upper and the lower trunk; forward and lateral reach.
The trunk exercises were initiated with moderate assistance to obtain proper quality of movement and progressed to a state of no assistance. The number of repetitions and intensity of the exercise were determined by the
physiotherapist based on the patient’s performance.
These exercises were performed with adequate rest periods in between. The intensity of the exercises was increased by introducing one or several of the following
changes: 1) reducing the base of support; 2) increasing
the lever arm; 3) advancing the balance limits; 4) increasing the hold time. The selective trunk muscle exercise training was practiced for 45 minutes a day, four
days a week and for four weeks duration.
The supine exercises were as follows: the pelvic
bridge was performed by lifting the pelvis off the plinth
from crook-lying. The exercise intensity was further increased by flexing the uninvolved upper limb. The unilateral pelvic bridge was performed by lifting the uninvolved leg off the plinth while maintaining the pelvic
bridge position. Upper trunk rotation was executed by
bringing clasped hands on either side. The patient was
asked to perform a task-specific reach-out for an object
kept above the hip by a flexion rotation of the upper
trunk. Lower trunk rotation was performed by moving
the knees on either side from crook-lying. The flexion
rotation of the lower trunk was achieved by bringing the
knees diagonally towards the shoulder.
The sitting exercises were as follows: the patient was
seated on the functional re-education plinth with hips and
knee bent at 90˚ angles and the feet kept flat on the floor.
Selective flexion extension of the lower trunk was performed by ante-flexion and retro-flexion of the lower
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part of the trunk. Upper trunk lateral flexion was executed by initiating movement from the shoulder girdle so
as to bring the elbow towards the plinth. Lower trunk
lateral flexion was achieved by initiating movement from
the pelvic girdle so as to lift the pelvis off the plinth and
bring towards the rib cage. Upper and lower trunk rotations were performed by moving both the shoulders and
knees forwards and backwards respectively. A forward
reach was performed by asking the patient to reach a
fixed point at shoulder height by forward flexing the
trunk at the hips. Furthermore, progression was made by
a forward diagonal reach at shoulder height. A lateral
reach was performed by reach out for a fixed point at
shoulder height so as to elongate the trunk on the weight
bearing side and shorten the trunk on the non-weight
bearing side.

2.3. Outcome Measures
Trunk Impairment Scale (TIS), Berg Balance Scale (BBS)
and 10 meters distance walk test were the outcome tools
to measure the trunk control, balance and gait parameters
respectively. All the outcome measures were collected by
physiotherapist who was not involved in conducting the
study intervention. The TIS is a 4-point ordinal scale
which evaluates static sitting balance, dynamic sitting
balance and coordination. In earlier studies it had been
documented for its reliability, validity and responsiveness [19,20]. The BBS is a 14-item scale that quantitatively assesses balance in stroke patients. It had been
documented for its construct validity, concurrent validity,
and predictive validity, inter rater reliability, test-retest
reliability, and internal consistency in earlier research
[21-24].
Patients were asked to walk on a 10 meters distance
walkway with long lasting dye applied at their feet. The
motion-picture was recorded by a camcorder so as to
capture the movement sequences of the lower limbs for
each phases of the gait cycle in a sagittal plane. The middle six meter distance was considered for analysis to
permit acceleration and deceleration effects. The average
of three 10-meter distance walk trials was considered to
measure gait parameters [25]. Gait speed was calculated
by dividing the distance walked by the time duration.
Cadence was calculated by counting the number of steps
placed on the floor in a minute. Spatial gait parameters
such as step length and stride length were calculated
measuring the distance between foot prints using a standard measuring tape. Temporal gait parameters such as
single limb support time and double limb support time
were processed using Adobe Premiere 1.5 software. It is
motion-picture analyzer which provides 25 frames in a
second, each frame lasts for 0.04 milliseconds. The temporal parameters were obtained by computing the time
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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spent in all the single and double limb stance phases of
affected and unaffected side. Temporal gait asymmetry
was calculated by finding the ratio between the affected
and the unaffected single limb stance.

3. Analysis and Results
3.1. Statistical Analysis
Descriptive measures are summarized as mean SD or
percentage, as mentioned. The paired t-test was used to
compare the difference between pre-intervention and
post-intervention scores. The level of significance was
set at p < 0.05. The analysis was performed using the
SPSS version 11.5. Effect size index (d) was calculated
for each of the dependent measures using the formula d =
d’ 2 . The effect size (d’) was computed using the formula d’= d/sd where d is the mean difference scores, and
sd is the standard deviation of the difference scores. The
overall effect size index was determined by averaging the
trunk control, balance and gait effect size indices. Effect
size index was then defined using Cohen’s classification
of effect size index (d), where small d = 0.20, medium
d = 0.50 and large d = 0.80 [26].

3.2. Results
Of the 42 patients screened for study eligibility, a total of
20 patients were included in the study, of which 15 completed the study intervention. Table 1 shows the participants’ demographic characteristics. The overall effect
size index for all the outcome measures and power of the
study were 1.07 and 75% respectively. The effect size
index for trunk control (1.75) and balance (1.65) were
large compared to gait (0.65). In order to minimize type
II error (power of 80%), 17 patients would be required.
Table 2 shows effect size index, power and number of
patients needed to reach a power of 0.80. Table 3 shows
the participants’ outcome variables at base line and posttreatment.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics (mean  SD or n (%)).
Item

N = 15

Age (years)

50  11.87

Post-stroke duration (years)

3.53  2.98

Gender (male/female)

11 (73%)/4 (27%)

Hemiplegic side (right/left)

5 (33%)/10 (67%)

Stroke lesion (ischemic/hemorrhage)

9 (60%)/6 (40%)

Values are expressed as mean  SD or n (%).
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Table 2. Effect size index and power calculations for outcome measures.
Trunk Control
TIS

Effect size index (d)
*

Power (n = 15)

No. of patients need for power of 0.80*
@

#

@

Balance
BBS

#

Gait
Speed

Cadence

Stride
Length

Average

Trunk control
+ Balance +
Gait Average

1.75 (L)

1.65 (L)

0.65 (M-L)

0.55 (M)

0.74 (L)

0.65 (M-L)

1.07 (L)

1.00

1.00

0.40

0.30

0.50

0.40

0.75

6

7

39

54

29

39

17

*

Trunk Impairment Scale (TIS); Berg Balance Scale (BBS); α = 0.05; M (Medium d = 0.50); L (Large d = 0.80).

Table 3. All the outcome measures at pre and post interventions levels.#
Outcome measures

Pre-intervention (n = 15)

Post-intervention (n = 15)

p value*

17.83  1.62

19.4  1.95

0.001

Trunk Impairment Scale (0 - 23)

41  7.81

47  6.72

0.001

0.47  0.19

0.54  0.23

0.009

76.06  18.41

81.40  20.75

0.001

Affected stride length

66.1  17.78

74.14  25.08

0.011

Unaffected stride length

65.92  17.86

73.7  20.88

0.007

Berg Balance Scale (0 - 56)
Gait speed (meter per second)
Cadence (steps per minute)
Spatial parameters (centimeter)

Affected step length

35.92  11.7

40.56  13.52

0.011

Unaffected step length

30.11  10.12

33.82  11.23

0.006

Affected single limb support

0.38  0.07

0.44  0.13

0.029

Unaffected single limb support

0.54  0.14

0.54  0.16

0.817

Affected double limb support

0.36  0.16

0.32  0.13

0.183

Unaffected double limb support

0.46  0.16

0.42  0.15

0.223

Temporal gait asymmetry

1.42  0.08

1.23  0.14

0.019

Temporal parameters (millisecond)

#

Values are expressed as mean  SD; *statistically significant at p value < 0.05.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
4.1. Discussion
The overall effect size index (d) of this study was 1.07.
Selective trunk muscle training showed a task specific
effect on trunk control (d = 1.75) and also a carry-over
effect on balance (d = 1.65) and gait variables (d = 0.65).
The study findings warrant caution when interpreting and
generalizing the results. The study had a limited number
of participants recruited from a single geographical location and had no control group. Without a control group, it
is cautioned to state whether the gains were truly due to
the selective trunk muscle exercises. However, the participants with chronic stroke (3.53 ± 2.98 years) had very
little room for spontaneous recovery, and were not receiving any other therapeutic intervention at the time
beginning of study. Therefore, we may substantiate our
claim that improved trunk control and balance were due
to trunk training.
Motor learning literature suggests that training needs
to be specific to the task that the person needs to do. The
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

large effect size index (d) observed in the trunk control
(1.75), support our study assumption. A study by Verheyden et al. [17] also favors this hypothesis. In their
study, 10 hours of additional task specific trunk exercises
along with regular rehabilitation had improved the trunk
control in patients with sub-acute stroke. A study by
Mudie et al. [18] found that training the patient in the
awareness of trunk position could improve weight symmetry in sitting after the early phase of the stroke.
We observed a change score of 6 BBS points increase
with trunk rehabilitation in our study. A study by Liaw et
al. [27] found that a change of 7 BBS points in patients
with chronic stroke is necessary in order to be 90% confident of a genuine change. After trunk rehabilitation, the
majority of the participants scored better in dynamic
double and single stance items of the BBS, but individual
items of the BBS were not examined. Furthermore, the
majority of participants surpassed the score, beyond 45
on the BBS, and decreasing their risk of falls [28]. Rationale for the gains in balance when all the training was
done in supine and sitting is given below. Selective trunk
NM
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muscle exercises in supine position include the use of
lower limb muscles also, which could account for change
in BBS results. Experts in the field of neurological rehabilitation have addressed the trunk as the central key
point of the body, and the control of movement proceeds
from proximal to distal body regions. Motor control literature suggests that if an improved level of proximal
trunk control gains were attained, a better distal limb
control might be anticipated during balance and functional mobility. A recent cross sectional study by Verheyden et al. [12] favors this hypothesis. In their study,
there was a positive association found between the trunk
performance and the balance after sub-acute stroke. Furthermore, studies by Dean et al. [29,30] found that, there
was an improvement of standing balance following dynamic sitting balance training in patients with stroke.
Despite the study result was statistically significant for
gait speed (0.07 m/s) post-intervention, the minimum detectable change (MDC) value was relatively much less
when compared to 0.16 m/s found in a study by Tilson et
al. [31]. According to Tilson et al., patients with subacute stroke who increase gait speed ≥ 0.16 m/s are more
likely to experience a meaningful improvement in disability level than those who do not. This may explain the
fact that gait speed MDC change may warrant caution to
affirm about the clinically meaningful difference. Importantly, subjects with sub-acute stroke may still have the
potential for spontaneous recovery, while our study participants had very little room for spontaneous recovery.
Goldie et al. [32] reported that the two determinants of
gait speed, cadence and step length, decrease after stroke.
A change in cadence i.e. 5 steps increase, may be the
potential contributing factor for increased speed in our
study participants. In addition, the significant change
seen in all the spatial parameters may further support for
the improved gait speed. Furthermore, the probable reason for change in gait speed may be due to improved
trunk control with trunk rehabilitation. Therefore, if an
improved level of proximal trunk control was attained, a
better the distal lower extremity mobility might be anticipated such as that involved in walking.
After stroke, a decreased time in single limb support of
the affected limb may indicate difficulty in balancing or
bearing full body weight on the affected limb. Asymmetric gait in chronic hemiplegia is characterized by longer
time spent in affected single limb stance than unaffected
single limb stance [33]. Recent studies on posturographic
analysis observed that stroke patients tend to avoid shifting their center of pressure towards the hemiplegic side
in sitting [34] and standing [35]. A study on involving the
analysis of trunk kinematics during walking found that
pelvic movements were unstable and asymmetrical in
patients with stroke [36]. Consequently, there may be a
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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possibility exists that selective trunk muscle exercise
training may enhance symmetrical pelvic movements,
thus better weight shifting towards hemiplegic limb during walking. With trunk rehabilitation, increased time
spent in affected limb support stance may be reason for
the gait symmetry improvement. A study by Trueblood et
al. [37] favors this hypothesis. In their study, PNF based
resisted anterior elevation and posterior depression of
pelvic movements for trunk muscles had resulted better
temporal gait symmetry in patients with sub-acute stroke.
The study findings are of clinical importance since
they indicate an improved trunk control, balance and gait
owing to an inclusion of selective trunk muscle exercise
regime in the comprehensive rehabilitation of patients
with chronic stroke. Future randomized controlled studies with a large number of patients are needed to confirm
our study results. There was no follow up of the patients
in order to find out if improvement was carried over, and
the functional status of the patients was not assessed following intervention. Future randomized controlled trials
should assess the long term effects of trunk rehabilitation
on the level of balance self-efficacy and community reintegration after chronic stroke.

4.2. Conclusions
Selective trunk muscle exercise regime has an overall
large effect size index. This study showed a large effect
size index for trunk control and balance than for gait.
Treatment of hemiplegic lower limb along with the selective trunk exercise regime may result in a large effect
size index for the gait. Future randomized controlled
studies incorporating trunk rehabilitation with large sample size would provide insight into the effectiveness and
clinical relevance of this intervention.
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